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front  

feel  

fact  

inches  

street  

decided  

contain  

course  

surface  

produce  

building  

ocean  

class  

note  

nothing  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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front inches contain produce class 

feel street course building note 

fact decided surface ocean nothing 
 

   

   

   

   

  

 

 

  

 

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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front inches contain produce class 

feel street course building note 

fact decided surface ocean nothing 

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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building   
 the first part of what you see 

class   
 to think  

contain   
 a thing you know for sure 

course   
 little part to measure 

decided   
 road  

fact   
 to have said what 

you want  

feel   
 to hold inside  

front   
 a group of things to learn  

inches   
 the out side of something  

note   
 to make 

nothing   
 a place like a house or 

school  

ocean   
 a large sea on the earth 

produce   
 a group who learns  

street   
 a little letter  

surface   
 not any  

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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rcsaeuf The ship is on the sea __ __ __ __ __ __ __ . 

esrtet The school is on the next __ __ __ __ __ __. 

rdeupoc Voices __ __ __ __ __ __ __ sound.  

ecano There are many fish in the  __ __ __ __ __ . 

nithgon They took all, and __ __ __ __ __ __ __ is left. 

tnoe Write a __ __ __ __ to tell him we are going. 

isnech Cut a piece about three __ __ __ __ __ __ long. 

rfnto The door is on the __ __ __ __ __ of the house. 

flee I __ __ __ __ good about my family.  

fcta An important __ __ __ __ is plants need water. 

edidedc He __ __ __ __ __ __ __ that it was time to eat. 

ceosru This __ __ __ __ __ __ is about America.  

catnoni Does this box __ __ __ __ __ __ __ your books? 

saslc The music __ __ __ __ __ learns to sing.  

guibndli The school __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ is very high. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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front inches contain produce class 

feel street course building note 

fact decided surface ocean nothing 
 

1.  Waves move over the _____________________. 

2.  Water is on the _____________________ of the land. 

3.  Three take away three is _____________________. 

4.  These books _____________________ many pictures. 

5.  The sun will _____________________ light for the earth. 

6.  The man _____________________ to leave in a few hours. 

7.  The little fish is only four _____________________ long. 

8.  Put your name on the _____________________ page. 

9.  Plants need sun to grow is a _____________________. 

10.  Our school _____________________ holds many people. 

11.  Our house is on this _____________________. 

12.  My _____________________ at school learns to read. 

13.  Mother  will write a _____________________ to the school. 

14.  He takes a _____________________ about stars. 

15.  Do you _____________________ that this is a good idea? 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


